
Flempton Golf Club 
ACTION MINUTES FROM MANAGEMENT COUNCIL MEETING 

JANUARY 23rd 2021 

Apologies: None

Financial Report
The treasurer reported that he had little to add to the paper already circulated. In general the
situation was good. The surplus reflected an encouraging turnaround from last year and the
bill run had gone very well thanks to Ellie. An additional £9715 of grant income had just been
received and we continued to benefit from the remission of rates.
ACTION: None required

Course Report:
Both David and Mike had received a modest amount of positive feedback regarding the
masterplan. Some minor issues had been raised but nothing too serious.
There was nothing to report regarding EO Charging and Ellie was asked to monitor the
installation progress. 
Jamie Finch had settled in well and contracts for the whole team had been completed and
approved. It was confirmed that work on the forward tees and improvements to the first tee
would go ahead as planned. 
David spoke in detail about the deficiencies in the servicing record of important course
machinery and a lack of other essential machinery. 
Approval was given for all the necessary services and purchases to be undertaken. 
Ellie and Jamie were asked to produce an inventory of equipment and a service schedule
going forward.
ACTION: Ellie to monitor EO installation and (with Jamie) to complete the machinery inventory.

House Update:
The planned visit of Max Milburn has been put on hold until the club re-opens. Three quotations
should shortly be received for a new wooden front gate similar to the existing one. Approval was
given for Brian and Ellie to go ahead with acceptance and implementation without further reference
to the Council.
ACTION: Brian/Ellie to approve and oversee gate installation.

Marketing & Membership:
The feedback from the Club Forum regarding possible fee reimbursement had all supported the
preferred option of the club although the number of respondents had been quite low. It highlighted
the difficulties that some members were still having with ClubV1 and Ellie was in discussion with
ClubV1 about it. Ralph tabled a paper on Membership, Green Fees, and the Joining fee – all of which
he suggested needed to be reviewed prior to appearing on the website which was in the process of
being refined. It was agreed this would be an issue for specific consideration at the next meeting
together with a review of our membership application process.
ACTION: All to look at the paper to prepare for further discussion.



Continued...

Club Manager's Report:
Ellie reported on discussions with Promote Golf regarding training placements funded by the
government's Kickstart initiative. We have indicated our willingness to support a Greens Assistant, a
Kitchen Assistant and a Services Assistant. The application will be handled by the LSS Group on our
behalf. 
Ellie also led discussion on the role of the club professional in the context of a paper from Paul Kent,
her own draft SLA, and a paper from Tony Dartnell about possible accommodation improvements.
ACTION: Ellie to discuss with Paul an SLA for his current position prior to a wider discussion at
our next meeting about the wider role of the club professional and his accommodation

Chairman's Report:
Discussions with Culford were on hold until the course re-opens. There had been no developments
otherwise. For future reference Jon and Mike would look at the possibility of amending the financial
reporting year and they would report back in due course as appropriate. There was no immediate
urgency.
ACTION: Jon and Mike to prepare a paper regarding the financial year.

Date of next meeting: February 13th 10.00am


